SCB 208
BONES PRACTICAL PRACTICE EXAM
DIRECTIONS ARE ON NEXT SLIDE!

DR. B. ZAKHAROV
1. START “SLIDE SHOW”.
2. EACH SLIDE IS TIMED ON A ONE MINUTE INTERVAL.
3. WRITE YOUR ANSWERS ON THE ANSWER SHEET THAT IS PROVIDED.
4. MAKE SURE ANSWER “A” IS COLUMN “A” AND ANSWER “B” IS COLUMN “B”! (THEY ARE INCORRECT IF THEY ARE NOT!)
5. PRACTICE TO WRITE NEATLY & SPELL CORRECTLY!!
6. EACH QUESTION IS WORTH 2 POINTS.
7. GRADE YOUR PAPER WITH THE ANSWER KEY THAT IS ALSO PROVIDED.
8. GOOD LUCK!
2A. Name the opening.
2B. Name the bone.
3A. Name the suture.
3B. Name the structure.
4A. Name the bone (Be specific!).
4B. Name the bone (Be specific!).
5A. Name the structure.
5B. Name the structure.
6A. Name the structure.
6B. Name the opening.
7A. Name the structure.
7B. Name the structure.
8A. Name the structure.
8B. Name the structure.
9A. Name the structure.
9B. Name the structure.
10A. Name the structure.
10B. Name the structure.
11A. Name the structure.
11B. Name the structure.
12A. Name the opening.
12B. Name the structure.
13A. Name the structure.
13B. Name the structure.
14A. Name the structure.
14B. Name the structure.
15A. Name the structure.
15B. Name the structure.
16A. Name the bone.
16B. Name the bone.
17A. Name the structure.
17B. Name the opening.
18A. Name the structure.
18B. Name the structure.
19A. Name the structure.
19B. Name the structure.
20A. Name the bone (Be specific!).
20B. Name the bone (Be specific!).
21A. Name the bone (Be specific!).
21B. Name the bone (Be specific!).
22A. Name the bone (Be specific!).
22B. Name the bone (Be specific!).
23A. Name the bone (Be specific!).
23B. Name the bone (Be specific!).
24A. Name the bone (Be specific!).
24B. Name the bone (Be specific!).
25A. Name the bone (Be specific!).
25B. Name the bone (Be specific!).
THE EXAM IS OVER!
CHECK YOUR ANSWERS!